Benefits of HCM

Optimize every hire
Before you fill another job requisition, consider this:
Hundreds of thousands of dollars are at stake. After all,
it’s expensive to attract people to your organization,
and to finalize how you acquire, manage, and develop
a person. The costs compound when you factor in lost
opportunities and the impact on productivity and
morale.
At the same time, a well-suited hire is a financial boon.
The qualified candidate who is also the right behavioral
and cultural fit will drive your key business
objectives. Because they are the right person for the
right role, this new employee is eager to excel and less
likely to leave your organization. ROI grows as your
satisfied employee takes on new responsibilities and
spreads word of your employment value proposition.
Clearly, no one sets out to hire the wrong person.
But the risk grows when your leaders and HR staff are
buried under administrative tasks or competing
priorities. And the potential for failure is greatest when
your selection and onboarding practices are
disconnected from one another and your business
strategy.
With Infor® HCM, you get comprehensive, best-in-class
selection and talent processes powered by Talent
Science that support strategic hiring. Transparent,
standardized, and replicable, these processes and
insights free hiring managers from administrative
gridlock and help your organization meet ongoing
staffing needs with quality hires. Our systematic
approach creates the ideal start to an employee
lifecycle that is optimized in every way and yields
dividends for years to come.

Today's hiring process requires
advanced tools that help you attract
and quickly analyze large volumes of
candidates. Infor HCM combines
streamlined processes with skill and
behavioral analytics to help you find
the talent that aligns best with your
business and strategy.

Let strategy drive hires
Research shows that in today’s competitive market,
acquiring the right talent is not an HR initiative-it is a
business initiative. Infor HCM provides the tools that
allow your leadership to be insightful and predictive
about company hiring needs, so you can create and
implement strategic talent planning that minimize
disruptions to productivity and maximize
organization-wide performance. With a clear line of
sight to your business imperatives, your hiring
managers can proceed with confidence.

Build a quality bench
When you know what you’re looking for, it’s that much
easier to find it. With Infor HCM, your hiring managers
can more easily identify skills and behaviors aligned to
business strategy, so they can quickly target essential
qualifications, bypass lesser candidates, and zero in on
the best fit individuals. Through automated,
standardized tools, our selection solution makes it easy
to enrich your talent pipeline, provide insight to the
best candidates and expedite the onboarding
timelines.

Instill confidence and loyalty
It's said that new people coming in to the workforce today
will have an average of 20 jobs over the course of their
careers. With more exposure to employers, your new hires
are savvier than ever about the employment value
proposition. Grow the value of your brand as you
welcome new employees with clear, consistent
communications around job expectations, compensation,
and benefits. Your organization can build employee
engagement and improve your ability to attract the very
best with Infor HCM.
Why wait until your new hire starts to impart essential job
information? Aberdeen Research shows that best-in-class
talent acquisition strategies equip new hires with
everything they need to “hit the ground running.” You’ll be
able to integrate behavioral insights into personalized
pre-boarding into your hiring process to accelerate new
hire productivity, better engage employees, and increase
retention with Infor HCM.

Don’t underestimate the opportunity
in every hire. Fill your ranks with
dedicated, top-performing employees
that meet your business imperative with
Infor HCM.

Maximize your capabilities
Every hiring action is an opportunity to attract new talent,
develop existing talent, build your brand, and strengthen
your workforce. You’ll get a comprehensive set of
best-in-class hiring and onboarding processes that help
you create the conditions for a mutually rewarding
employment relationship with Infor HCM. Plus, you’ll be
able to improve your selection strategies, refine your
hiring processes, lengthen the lifecycle of your
employees, and build an employment brand your
competitors will envy and job candidates will want to join.
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